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For demanding clients and challenging projects 

DevsData LLC is a boutique software & Big Data agency, with Google-level engineers and a vast 
network of senior expert contractors. We are all about premium quality and business understanding.

We work only with highly qualified experts in the field of 
Back-End development, API and data processing. Our 
engineers have work history from a finance sector 
(Morgan Stanley, HSBC, Credit Suisse), an extensive 
experience with payment integration, especially with 
complex back-end related work, and with processing of 
highly-sensitive financial or confidential data. Some are 
MENSA members and local tech meetup speakers.

“In my career, I've worked on integrating numerous 
payment gateways as well as connecting with APIs of 
banking institutions. I've created solutions allowing 
users to choose any payment provider and then collect 
fees from the payments safely and reliably. My work was 
tested on high load publicly available applications.”

Luke Bartoszek, Software Tech Lead at DevsData LLC

We have delivered projects for hedge funds, 
involving sensitive financial data and real-time 
systems with GDPR-restricted information that 
integrated with numerous payment processors 
and banks, genuinely caring about security and 
paying attention to details.

Serious about security

View exemplary CVs of our engineers here and here. 
Or, learn more about DevsData LLC: https://devsdata.com/. 

Experienced with payment 
APIs and financial systems

Only A-players
Google-level engineers

Some of our projects involved restricted data, for 
instance, data issued by the US government 
agencies containing SSNs and personal information 
of the US citizens as well as businesses.

https://devsdata.com
http://devsdata.com/files/candidates/zbigniew-mandziejewicz.pdf
https://devsdata.com/files/candidates/luke-bartoszek.pdf
https://devsdata.com/


We have the skills, experience 
and resources to build complex 
back-end systems, or an API 
integration for the most 
demanding clients.

And most importantly –
we like to make things 
happen. 

Let’s talk!
Tom Potanski, Owner

tpotanski@devsdata.com
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Media mentions:

https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2020-02-07/big-data-trends-in-financial-services
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/big-data-trends-financial-services-123500932.html?_guc_consent_skip=1583870080
https://classifieds.usatoday.com/press/big-data-trends-in-financial-services/

